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High School/Interior Design 1/2
Lesson: [Thursday April 16th]

Objective/Learning Target:
11.2.3 Analyze the effects that the principles and 

elements of design have on aesthetics and function  



 
  

Before and after Transformations

A lot of the shows on HGTV take rooms or complete 
houses and make transformations. I think the first 
show that started this was Extreme makeover. (Which 
is coming back to TV.) Have you ever wondered how 
the decorators make it look so good?



 
 

The decorators themselves have the knowledge that we 
have studied. They look at the color and principles and 
elements of design and decided what they can do to 
transform the current space.

For the next two days I want you to do the same.



 
 Before and After Design Transformations:

Directions: 
Look at the before/after pictures on the following 
website 
https://www.decorist.com/blog/our-best-before-after
-transformations/ and choose two designs you love. 
Identify the elements/principles that the designer used 
well to create the final design.

https://www.decorist.com/blog/our-best-before-after-transformations/
https://www.decorist.com/blog/our-best-before-after-transformations/


 
 Today’s assignment is for you to fill out one of the 

following pages thinking about the different colors that 
designer used in the transformation.

Remember the principles for design and the elements 
of design and think about how the designer use them 
differently.



 
 Complete the following for each room.

Review:
Elements - Color, Line, Space, Texture, Form/Shape
Principle - Balance, Emphasis, Proportion/Scale, Rhythm, Unity, Variety

1. Name of room:

2. What type of style does this design represent?



 
 Complete the following for each room.

Review:
Elements - Color, Line, Space, Texture, Form/Shape
Principle - Balance, Emphasis, Proportion/Scale, Rhythm, Unity, Variety

1. What 3 elements stand out to you and how were they used well?
a. Element - 

i. Explanation:
b. Element - 

i. Explanation:
c. Element - 

i. Explanation:



 
 Complete the following for each room.

Review:
Elements - Color, Line, Space, Texture, Form/Shape
Principle - Balance, Emphasis, Proportion/Scale, Rhythm, Unity, Variety

1. What 3 principles stand out to you and how were they used well?
a. Principle - 

i. Explanation:
b. Principle - 

i. Explanation:
c. Principle - 

i. Explanation:



 
 Reminder:

If you want feedback of your work make sure it is 
properly labeled and then put into Google Classroom


